
Waiting around? 
�  Let R impress you: 

�  demo(package = .packages(all.available = TRUE)) 
�  you will get a text file with all available demos 
�  choose one of interest  

�  if needed load its package 
�  type it in the demo brackets 

�  example 
�  library(googleVis) 
�  demo(smooth) 

�  notice it shows you the code that creates the demo! 
�  look at packages on 

�  http://crantastic.org 
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Why use R for plotting? 
� Divided workflow 

intro 



Why use R for plotting? 
� Unified and reproducible 
    workflow 

intro 



Beautiful and flexible !   

intro 



You 
� Have you created a plot? 

�  With what data? 
�  What kind of plot? 

� Have plotted with R? 
�  used ggplot? 

intro 



Follow along 
�  Code and HTML available at: 

�  http://zerotorhero.wordpress.com/2014/05/08/ciee-at-
genomes-toaux-biomes/  

 
�  Recommendation 

�  create your own new script 
�  refer to provided code only if needed 
�  avoid copy pasting or running the code directly from 

script 

�  ggplot is also hosted on github 
�  https://github.com/hadley/ggplot2 

intro 



Required packages 
�  install.packages(ggplot2) 
�  require(ggplot2) 

intro 



Outline 
1.  Your first R plot 

�  basic scatter plot 
�  Exercise 1 

2.  Grammar of graphics 
�  More advanced plots 
�  Available plot elements and when to use them 
�  Exercise 2 

3.  Saving a plot 
4.  Fine tuning your plot 

�  colours 
�  themes 

5.  Miscellaneous cool stuff 

intro 



ggplot 

� plotting function : “qplot” (quick plot) 
�  ?qplot 
�  arguments!

� data!
� x!
� y!
� …!

Basic scatter plot 



ggplot 

�  look at built in “iris” data 
�  ?iris!
�  head(iris)!
�  str(iris)!
�  names(iris)!

Basic scatter plot 



ggplot 

Basic scatter plot 
qplot(data=iris,!
      x=Sepal.Length,!
      y=Sepal.Width)!
!

! ! ! 



ggplot 

Basic scatter plot (categorical) 
qplot(data=iris,!
      x=Species,!

!y=Sepal.Width) 



ggplot 

� ?qplot 
� other arguments!

� data!
� x!
� y!
� …!
� xlab!
� ylab!
� main!

Less basic scatter plot 



ggplot 

Scatter plot 
qplot(data=iris,!
      x=Sepal.Length,!
      xlab="Sepal Length (mm)",!
      y=Sepal.Width,!

!ylab="Sepal Width (mm)",!
!main="Sepal dimensions")!



ggplot 

Exercise 1 
�  produce a basic plot with built in 

data!

�  CO2!
� ?CO2!

�  BOD!
�  data()!
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Figure 1. Graphics objects produced by (from left to right): geometric objects, scales and coordinate system,
plot annotations.

Figure 2. The final graphic, produced by combining the pieces in Figure 1.

2.2 A MORE COMPLICATED PLOT

Now that you are acquainted with drawing a simple plot, we will create a more com-
plicated plot that uses faceting. Faceting is a more general case of the techniques known
as conditioning, trellising, and latticing, and produces small multiples showing different
subsets of the data. If we facet the previous plot by D we will get a plot that looks like
Figure 3, where each value of D is displayed in a different panel.

Faceting splits the original dataset into a dataset for each subset, so the data that underlie
Figure 3 look like Table 4.

The first steps of plot creation proceed as before, but new steps are necessary when
we get to the scales. Scaling actually occurs in three parts: transforming, training, and
mapping.

• Scale transformation occurs before statistical transformation so that statistics are
computed on the scale-transformed data. This ensures that a plot of log(x) versus
log(y) on linear scales looks the same as x versus y on log scales. See Section 6.3
for more details. Transformation is only necessary for nonlinear scales, because all
statistics are location-scale invariant.

ggplot 

A graphic is made of elements (layers) 
�  data 

� aesthetics (aes) 
�  transformation 
� geoms (geometric objects) 
� axis (coordinate system) 
� scales 

Grammar of graphics (gg) 



ggplot 

�  Aesthetics (aes) make data visible: 
�  x,y : position along the x and y axis 
�  colour: the colour of the point 
�  group: what group a point belongs to  
�  shape: the figure used to plot a point 
�  linetype: the type of line used (solid, dashed, etc) 
�  size: the size of the point or line 
�  alpha: the transparency of the point  

Grammar of graphics (gg) 



ggplot 

�  geometric objects(geoms) 
�  point: scatterplot 
�  line: line plot, where lines connect points by increasing x 

value 
�  path: line plot, where lines connect points in sequence of 

appearance 
�  boxplot: box-and-whisker plots, for categorical y data 
�  bar: barplots 
�  histogram: histograms (for 1-dimensional data)  

Grammar of graphics (gg) 



ggplot 

Editing an element produces a new graph 
�  e.g. just change the coordinate system!

Grammar of graphics (gg) 

A LAYERED GRAMMAR OF GRAPHICS 23

Figure 16. Bar chart (left) and equivalent Coxcomb plot (right) of clarity distribution. The Coxcomb plot is a
bar chart in polar coordinates. Note that the categories abut in the Coxcomb, but are separated in the bar chart:
this is an example of a graphical convention that differs in different coordinate systems.

6.3 TRANSFORMATIONS

There are three ways to transform values in ggplot2: by transforming the data, by
transforming the scales, or by transforming the coordinate system. Transforming the data or
the scales produces graphs that look very similar, but the axes (and grid lines) are different:
everything else remains the same. This is because statistics operate on data that has been
transformed by the scale. Figure 17 shows an example of this using a scatterplot with a
smoothed fit.

Transforming the coordinate system does something quite different, as shown in Fig-
ure 18. The coordinate transformation occurs at the very end of the plotting process, and
alters the appearance of geoms. Here, the smooth is performed on the raw data, producing
a straight line, but is then stretched into the new logarithmic coordinate system.

We can also use the scales and coordinate system together to display a smooth calculated
on the logged data and then back-transform it to the original scale. This is shown in Fig-
ure 19. This is equivalent to fitting the model log(y) ∼ log(x) and then back-transforming
predicted values.

Figure 17. Transforming the data (left) versus transforming the scale (right). From a distance the plots look
identical. Close inspection is required to see that the scales and minor grid lines are different. Transforming the
scale is to be preferred as the axes are labeled according to the original data, and so are easier to interpret. The
presentation of the labels still requires work.



ggplot 

Grammar of graphics (gg) 



ggplot 

1.  create a simple plot object 
�  plot.object<-qplot()!

2.  add graphical layers/complexity 
�  plot.object<-plot.object+layer()!

� repeat step 2 until satisfied!

3.  print your object to screen (or to graphical 
device) 

�  print(plot.object)!

How it works 



ggplot 

Scatter plot as an R object 
basic.plot<-qplot(data=iris,!
      ! ! !x=Sepal.Length,!
      ! ! !xlab="Sepal Length (mm)",!
      ! ! !y=Sepal.Width,!

! ! !ylab="Sepal Width (mm)",!
! ! !main="Sepal dimensions”)!

!
                    print(basic.plot)!



ggplot 

Scatter plot with colour and 
shape 

� Add aesthetics 
basic.plot <- basic.plot+!
              aes(colour=Species,!
                  shape=Species)!
!

! ! !print(basic.plot)!



ggplot 

Scatter plot with linear regression 
� Add a geom (eg. linear smooth) 
linear.smooth.plot <- basic.plot+!

! ! !  geom_smooth(method="lm", se=F)!
                         print(linear.smooth.plot)!



ggplot 

Exercise 2 
�  produce a colorful plot containing 

linear regressions with built in 
data!

�  CO2!
� ?CO2!

�  msleep!
� ?msleep!

�  OrchardSprays!
�  data()!



ggplot 

Using facets and groups 

CO2.plot<-qplot(data=CO2,!
                x=conc,!
                y=uptake,!
                colour=Treatment)!
!
print(CO2.plot)!



ggplot 

Facets 
plot.object<-plot.object + facet_grid(rows~columns)!
!
CO2.plot<-CO2.plot+facet_grid(.~Type)!
print(CO2.plot)!



ggplot 

Groups 
� add a geom (line) 

print(CO2.plot+geom_line())!



ggplot 

Groups 
� Specify groups 

CO2.plot<-CO2.plot+geom_line(aes(group=Plant))!
print(CO2.plot)!



Available elements 

ggplot 



http://docs.ggplot2.org!

for even more 
help(package=ggplot2)!

Available elements 

ggplot 



Exercise 3 

ggplot 

� Explore geoms and other plot elements with the data 
you have used 
�  msleep!

� ?msleep!

�  OrchardSprays!
�  data()!



ggplot 

Save plots 
�  in RStudio 



ggplot 

Save plots 
�  in a script 
pdf(“./plots/todays_plots.pdf”)!
print(basic.plot)!
print(linear.smooth.plot)!
print(categorical.plot)!
print(CO2.plot)!
graphics.off()!
!
�  other methods 

�  ?ggsave!
�  ?jpeg!

 
 
 



ggplot 

Fine tuning: colours 
CO2.plot
+scale_colour_manual(values=c("nonchilled"="red"
,"chilled"="blue"))!
!
!
!
 



ggplot 

BONUS! 

� Any Wes Anderson fans? 



ggplot 

Fine tuning: à la Wes Anderson 
devtools::install_github("wesanderson","karthik")!
require(wesanderson)!
!
!
 



ggplot 

Fine tuning: à la Wes Anderson 
devtools::install_github("wesanderson","karthik"
)!
require(wesanderson)!
                  qplot(data=iris,!
                        x=Sepal.Length,   !
                        y=Sepal.Width) +!
                   geom_point(colour=species,!
                              size=5)+!
                   scale_color_manual(values=               

! ! !wes.palette(3, "Darjeeling"))      !
!
!
 



ggplot 

Fine tuning: scales 
CO2.plot+!
scale_y_continuous(name = "CO2 uptake rate",!

!breaks = seq(5,50, by= 10),!
!labels = seq(5,50, by= 10), trans="log10") !

!
!
 



ggplot 

Fine tuning: themes 
�  theme_set(theme()) 

�  or plot+theme() 
�  themes 

�  theme_bw() 
�  theme_grey() 

� edit themes 
�  mytheme <- theme_grey() + 
 theme(plot.title = element_text(colour = "red")) 
�  p + mytheme 



base R plotting 
�  qplot is not the only way 

� ?plot 
�  has many defaults for different 

object types 
�  similar to qplot 
 
plot(iris) 
 
lm.SR <- lm(sr ~ pop15 + pop75 + dpi 
+ ddpi, data = LifeCycleSavings) 
plot(lm.SR) 



cool stuff 

BONUS! 
� ggplot2 online GUI: 
http://rweb.stat.ucla.edu/ggplot2/  



mind blown 

BONUS! 
�  Interactive R visualization with Plot.ly: 
http://ropensci.org/blog/2014/04/17/plotly/  



cool stuff 

BONUS! 
� Any ecologists? ggvegan! 



cool stuff 

BONUS! 
� Circular diagrams 



cool stuff 

BONUS! 
� Alluvial diagrams 


